Introduction
To some extent this is a cautionary tale. It is the tale of the enthusiastic application of visual methods as an approach to empirical mixed method investigation, an account of the appropriate match between visual data and the educational values and the epistemological perspectives of a group of researchers working across a number of different kinds of research projects in education. It also reflects the excitement generated through the development and use of a visually based data collection tool, Pupil Views Templates (Wall, Higgins and Packard, 2007; Wall and Higgins, 2006 ) that has provided new insights into identified phenomena. Following well received peer--review from the visual research community (Prosser and Loxley, 2008) and from practitioners and the successful collection of several large data sets, including comparison groups, we are left with three questions that we feel are important in moving this debate forward. In particular this is to develop better understanding our use of the tool we developed: 1) What are the epistemological assumptions associated with visual methods?
2) How do they fit with the practicalities of education research?
3) How can we effectively combine methodological paradigms in order to analyze large sets of complex data without undervaluing or privileging the different sources?
We are educationalists. The field in which we work is important as it provides the context for this research as well as giving insight into our priorities for the research process.
Education is a discipline where impact on practice is fundamental (Hammersley, 2003) .
Ultimately the common objective is for students to become better learners and so a practitioner or policy audience is often privileged in the way that research is designed and reported (Elliott, 2001) . Moreover, the needs of these audiences can differ and present tensions between different approaches. For example, funders and policy makers tend to privilege quantitative data as 'better' evidence of impact; while practitioners are more likely to look for interpretations that consider the complexities of relationships and learning environments which influence teaching and learning interactions, and so qualitative data has greater leverage or greater 'catalytic validity' (Lather, 1986) . This means that many researchers feel the demand to undertake research that fulfills multiple purposes and are increasingly using mixed methods (Alise and Teddlie, 2010) . Our collective epistemology is largely pragmatic, in the Deweyan sense (Feilzer, 2010) . We recognize from our experience that different types of data can be combined to give a more comprehensive picture (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004 ) and a single data set can be analyzed from different perspectives to suit different audiences (Greene, 2007) . We have a tradition of combining different approaches and perspectives and thinking creatively about methodologies, how they can be combined and 'mixed' to best effect. We make strong connections to the field of mixed methods research and discussion of the most appropriate ways to combine processes has enriched findings and increased rigor in this field (Ozwuegbuzie, Slate, Leech and Collins, 2007) .
We came to explore the visual dimension when thinking creatively about what could be included as evidence (Matheson, 2008) when researching children's lives. The repertoire of tools for data collection has been particularly limited when the perspectives of young participants are considered (Thompson, 2008) . Many pedagogic activities, particularly in the primary age phase, rely on visual outcomes. These outcomes can only be included as empirical data if the definition of evidence beyond usual verbal qualitative and numerical quantitative is widened. By rethinking outcomes of learning activity and developing shared Page | 4 understandings with the practitioner community of what can be included as evidence (Baumfield, Hall and Wall, 2008) we have developed some new perspectives on how data can be collected in partnership with teachers, supporting both pedagogic and research aims (Wall and Higgins 2006) . As a result of this pragmatic approach to thinking about evidence, visual methods have become an important part of our work.
Visual research is concerned with the production, organization and interpretation of images (Prosser, 2007) . It draws on a range of analytical perspectives from a number of disciplinary domains including sociology, media studies, psychology and cultural geography in order to investigate a wide range of research themes ranging from community, power, and gender studies, to spatial relationships, semiotics, participation and involvement. Over the last three decades visual studies have come to play a particularly valuable role in education research. Largely assumed to be sub--set of qualitative enquiry, one of whose main methods is observation, development of the field has led to a growing recognition that observable information and artifacts are important in understanding the complexity of school life (Prosser, 1998) . One of the valuable features of visual research is the use of technology to capture review, replay and thereby facilitate deeper and different reflections (Mehan, 1993) . However the theory, and to a lesser extent the practice, of the role that these visual data have to play in education enquiry is perhaps less developed.
We are, therefore, particularly interested in the pragmatics and practicalities of researching using a visual method: what are the affordances and constraints researchers have to balance when drawing together findings from a visually based study? Through using a variety of visual methods we have found that while data collection using visual methods is fairly straightforward (see, for example, Woolner et al., 2010) , the analysis can be Page | 5 considerably more problematic. The increasing acceptance of visual methods as adding to the field of education research and the development of technologies, such as digital cameras, which support the capture, storage and transfer of data quickly and easily means that this type of enquiry is likely to increase. As a result, visual data sets amenable to qualitative analysis can be assembled with relative ease, but the increase in scale can change the traditional terrain of qualitative analysis. Of course large data sets can be reduced and there are various strategies available for doing this, such as Q methodology (Stephenson, 1953) or other approaches to qualitative synthesis (Major and Savin--Baden, 2011) , however if the intent is to survey a diverse population then this becomes challenging and any reduction or narrowing down could impact on the findings.
Long held methodological assumptions tend to place qualitative enquiry as small scale and detailed, while aligning quantitative processes with larger scale, reliable, static and structured data that is a suitable basis for generalization. These standpoints are accepted as having various advantages and disadvantages and the corresponding analysis tools for each are designed and used to build on many of these paradigmatic assumptions. But within our experience a visual data set can provide the researcher with characteristics that can be aligned either way: using the depth of each individual item alongside an increased likelihood of a large number of data items. This is a dilemma: what may be considered paradigmatically appropriate becomes challenging to implement and potentially compromises the quality of the data set. This challenge lends itself to mixed method research thinking (Onwuegbuzie et al., 2007) particularly at the analysis stage.
There is a need therefore for pragmatic empirical exploration of the way different processes can provide different perspectives on the same visual data (Greene, 2008) and the extent to Page | 6 which decisions can alter the conclusions made and therefore the findings of the research.
This exploration is unlikely to uncover a simple and elegant solution: our investigations suggest that multiple approaches produce contradiction, ambiguity and cognitive dissonance. This paper will explore two complementary ways of analyzing one large data set of Pupil Views Templates (Wall and Higgins, 2006) collected across a single research project, the Learning to Learn (L2L) in Schools Phase 4 Project . The intent of this element of the larger research project was to survey pupils' perspectives across as many of the participant schools as possible. The first analysis process will be deductive, drawing on a predetermined coding scheme derived from the literature thus fitting with a more objectivist approach that will lead to statistical analysis of the data. The second procedure will draw upon interpretive epistemologies and fit with traditionally qualitative approaches:
an inductive, thematic construction of findings which draws on ideas around grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) and further discussed in Willig (2001) . An overview of each process, its rationale and key findings will be provided before a discussion of the affordances and constraints of each and the way they interact to provide a construction of the sample as a whole and allow generalisability. This paper intentionally places the deductive and inductive processes in opposition, although as pragmatic researchers we accept that it is more complicated than this. As a result we do not comply with the parallel form of mixed methods described by Cresswell (2009) . This enquiry is important because the application of mixed methods to visual data is relatively novel. By placing these processes in opposition we believe a useful perspective is produced not only on the integration of qualitative and quantitative analysis procedures on Page | 7 visual data sets, but also on the way that visual data can be explored more generally.
Investigating both processes with one visual data set explores the different viewpoints the processes bring, thus allowing for more effective, strategic combining or synthesizing of data in the future. If inductive and deductive analyses are closely related, as Newman and Benz (1998) suggest, then surely the differences will not be great; but if very varying viewpoints are produced there may be something different about visual data that influences these processes and therefore the specific findings or it may be that greater emphasis needs to be placed on the researchers decision to choose one process over another. Further, if a mixed method approach is chosen then the typology used to combine or 'mix' the two perspectives (Nastas, Hitchcock and Brown, 2010) has to be carefully managed from the outset.
Pupil Views Templates
Pupil views templates show common learning scenes in a cartoon form which the children should easily recognize (Wall et al., 2007) . Each cartoon has speech and thought bubbles to encourage pupils to think about what they might say and what they think about a learning situation. Many of the details have been left blank so that the children can complete these for themselves if they wish. Details such as facial features of the people involved or particular pieces of equipment used in the activity can be added during the discussion. This means that the individual child can be more personally involved and adapt it to their understanding of the learning context they are experiencing. An example of a completed template can be seen below (figure 1).
When completed in dialogue with other children or an adult this process means that the discussion is constantly focused on the specific learning context under review. The speech Page | 8 and thought bubbles then work to centre the discussion on the learning and thinking that is taking place, supporting the move from talk about the concrete, what is happening in this learning context, to the more abstract, what and how are they learning. The templates can be used to explore a specific teaching or learning approach with a particular child, or group of children, as a single activity. They can also be used in combination to investigate learning and teaching more broadly, either across situations or over time. You could, for example, consider how children learn in different situations and aim to increase their awareness of how they learn at different times. By comparing responses, you can investigate how they might learn differently in different subjects, varied circumstances or even times of the day or week, or over the course of a school year. Also if the conversation is widened to include other children, then the talk can support understanding about how individuals might learn differently from each other.
The templates have mainly been used and developed in classrooms across age phases; however, they clearly have potential to bring adults and children together in reflective and productive discussion across a much wider range of contexts beyond schools and formal learning situations. The key idea is that even young children can be asked, using cartoon representations, to reflect on their thinking about different aspects of experience. This has led to the design of templates that can examine the processes of thinking in different learning contexts (Wall et al., 2007) .
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The templates have been designed as a stimulus for discussion about learning. The scenes are ones that pupils instantly recognize as representations of different learning situations.
The familiar setting supports discussion and the design of the picture also means that the pupil can engage with it further. For example, drawing in the faces of the teacher and pupils, adding features of their classroom, or drawing what was on the board in a recent lesson, can help to trigger further reflection. This is also a useful way to support discussion and reduce any tension or implication that there is an expected or a correct way to complete the template and to ensure that the children are able to express their own thoughts and opinions.
In a more traditional interview, dialogue between an adult and child is clearly influenced by the unequal power relationships or by conversation dynamics in which young children quickly become adept at working out what they think adults want to hear. The templates attempt to mitigate this by not only giving the child a familiar type of classroom activity (a type of worksheet), but by also directing the attention towards the templates and away from the adult--child dynamic, and to emphasize through the cartoon representation that it is permissible to talk about what they think. The template forms the basis of an interview about learning and the centre of a complex interaction between an adult (likely to be the teacher), the pupils and the template. The teacher (or other adult) has an important role: they help to initiate the discussion about the chosen learning situation and to a certain extent will steer the dialogue that develops. The template serves as a reminder of the learning context under discussion and is a stimulus for this; however, as part of the process it is also annotated by the children, and so becomes a record of the discussion and a stimulus for further dialogue and ideas of their own.
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The templates are consistent with ideas associated with psychological or semiotic tools (Vygotsky, 1978) : they mediate pupils' thinking about learning and support them in expressing their ideas about the processes involved. In addition, the templates fulfill a parallel purpose by acting as a pragmatic 'bridge' across the research--practice divide for teachers (Kuhn and Dean, 2004) . The templates do this by acting as an empirical research tool for exploring pupils' beliefs about metacognition as well as a pedagogical tool for facilitating dialogue about learning in the classroom (examples of teachers using the templates for both purposes can be seen in Wall et al., 2007) . The power of the templates within L2L lies in the fact that regardless of the research agenda of the project, the age of the pupils or the learning environment the templates have become a powerful feedback tool informing both teachers and pupils about metacognition. This value for teaching and learning means teachers are more likely to engage with the outcomes authentically, so when they are used as research evidence the richness of the data and its validity is likely to be increased (Wall and Higgins, 2006) . Therefore it is possible to see that the images can be used in three ways: as data or evidence; as an elicitation device to collect other data, and as a representation of knowledge.
Methodology
Data used in this paper has been collected as part of the Learning to Learn in Schools Phase 4 Project which involved primary and secondary schools in four regions of England:
Cheshire, Cornwall, Enfield and Northumberland (for more information see Wall et al. 2010 ). As part of this project teachers have been supported in using professional enquiry through action research to explore different innovations that they believe fit under the umbrella term of Learning to Learn (Baumfield et al., 2008) sharing their findings publically Page | 11 as a case study. The involvement of pupils and inclusion of their perspective within these case studies has increased as the project has progressed and Pupil Views Templates have been prominent in the exploration of this aspect of the research. The teachers administered the templates as part of their professional enquiries into learning (Baumfield et al., 2008) supported through the professional development and research support strand of the project .
This iterative process has meant that we have one visual data set that extends across the project. We made the pragmatic decision to use it as a basis to answer a specific research question: what are the pupils' perspectives of learning to learn? The previous discussion highlights our challenge in deciding on the most appropriate analysis process with which to find out the answer(s).
Qualitative analysis of the templates has been relatively unproblematic at school level. The data sets are small (around 30--50 templates per case study) and the teachers have been happy to explore emerging themes and look for trends within this sample (based on an interpretive analysis process, Glaser and Strauss, 1967) . This evidence has been sufficient to inform the teachers' enquiry, to satisfy their largely practitioner audience and to move their professional enquiries forwards at personal and school levels. However, at a project level where the data sets are much larger, 548 templates from 451 pupils in 12 schools across primary and secondary age phases, we are trying to explore generalizations and implications across schools, the project and then extrapolate findings in such a way that will convince a policy and academic audience. At this level a more deductive coding scheme was felt to be the more pragmatic choice. Indeed this was the process used throughout Phase 3, revealing interesting findings around the impact of involvement in Learning to Learn (Wall, 2008) .
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However on sharing many of these findings at conferences and in papers, commentators have been keen to ask whether we are missing anything from this predominantly closed analysis: do pragmatic decisions mean we miss out on important findings at project level that might be uncovered using more qualitative analysis techniques? This was therefore the rationale for the analysis and discussion in this paper.
Deductive analysis
The written content of each template was transcribed and imported into NVivo8 for analysis using a deductive coding procedure (described below). A code was applied based on the sense and meaning of a pupil's response with a judgment made by the researchers as to the intended meaning, and a category code applied accordingly. A category could therefore be applied to a single word, to a sentence fragment, a full sentence or a paragraph. Results are presented in terms of total words coded as the most sensitive output of NVivo (both proportionally and in relation to the research aims).
In the first stage of analysis, documents were coded according to the variables of gender and age. The latter was initially coded as how many years of age, but this had to be collapsed into three bands because the cell sizes were too small for the statistical analysis.
The bands were approximately based on the UK National Curriculum phases: 4--7 years equivalent to infant school age; 8--11 years (junior) and 12--15 years (secondary school age).
The text units were also tagged at this stage with whether they were written in the speech bubble or thought bubble. In the second stage of the analysis the statements were categorized using Moseley et al.'s (2005a; 2005b) model of thinking. This framework was chosen as a basis for coding because it represents a comprehensive synthesis across research and theory into learning (the rationale is more fully outlined in Wall 2008) . The Page | 13 statements were categorized as to whether they were predominantly evidence of cognitive skills (information gathering, building understanding, or productive thinking; and/or whether they were evidence of metacognitive thought (strategic and reflective thinking in Moseley et al.'s (2005a) model). The following definitions based on this analysis were used:
• Information Gathering (IG): Characterized by recall of ideas and processes and recognition or basic comprehension of information they have been told or have read.
• Building Understanding (BU): This required some organization of ideas and recollections, some idea of relationships or connections, with some development of meaning about implications and/or patterns that could be applied or interpreted.
• Productive Thinking (PT): These comments tended to show more complex thinking such as reasoning, problem solving and some movement of understanding beyond the concrete and towards the abstract. Ideas that were generalisable or creative were placed also in this category.
• Strategic and Reflective thinking: Comments represented an awareness of the process of learning, including a reflective or strategic element to the statement or explicit thinking about learning (metacognitive awareness of learning).
The statements labeled as strategic and reflective learning, and therefore indicative of metacognition, were then further analyzed for evidence of metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive skillfulness (Veenman, Kok and Blöte, 2005) . These categories were characterized in the following ways:
• Metacognitive Knowledge (MK): Comments in this category showed an understanding that the learner could think about learning, and could talk about some of the processes which supported their own learning (declarative knowledge).
• Metacognitive Skillfulness (MS): Comments within this category involved the procedural application and translation of thinking and learning skills across different contexts or for different purposes (for definitions see also Veenman and Spaans, (2005: 160) .
This coding system has been checked for inter--rater reliability, across four researchers involved in the projects, with an agreement of 82%. Exemplification of the coding can be seen in Table 1 where examples of each coding category are given. In this table all the examples were taken from the same school where teachers were focusing their professional enquiry on how Circle Time could support children in talking about their learning experiences. These templates come from a class including Year 1 and 2 pupils (age 5, 6 and 7 years old). It should be noted that the categories used were not necessarily mutually exclusive and a single text unit could be classified as fitting under more than one heading. 
Inductive analysis
The inductive analysis was completed by an experienced research associate who had not previously been involved with the Learning to Learn in Schools research project and had no knowledge of Pupil Views Templates or the prior analyses that had been undertaken. It was hoped that this would ensure the minimum of bias through exposure to findings and discussion centered on previous analysis procedures of the same or similar data sets. The process that was undertaken was driven by this individual and what she felt was the most appropriate and pragmatic way forward in providing the most accurate representation and summarisation of the data, according to fit, relevance, workability, and modifiability (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1998) . This analysis can be read in full in the annual report of the project .
Due to practical considerations around an immersion, text driven, strategy (Miller and Crabtree, 1999 ) the large sample of PVTs had to be reduced. A sub--sample of 96 templates was therefore chosen for this part of the analysis: five templates were chosen at random from each of the twelve schools that used the templates as part of their case study research. However, on occasion fewer than five were used, this could be due to legibility of the templates or fewer than five being submitted by the school. In addition for some schools where templates had been used for a variety of purposes or in different classes, additional sets of five were taken to represent these strands of research and to try to ensure that, as far as possible, theoretical sampling principles could be followed within the analytical framing of the research. A process of construct generation was then used to explore the prominent trends and themes in two stages firstly at school level and then across the project sample as a whole. Themes and trends were recorded as part of a mind Page | 16 map including whether the data was represented in words (one of the written comments) or visually (added as part of the cartoon).
Results

Deductive analysis
The full analysis of this data can be seen in Wall et al. (2010) and Higgins, Remedios and Wall (in preparation) .
In terms of this paper, the purpose of the quantitative analysis was to comment on the interactive nature of the factors examined in this study, namely, Age, Gender and Type of Skill. The quantitative analysis focussed on differences between means and specifically whether there would be differences in five dependent variables that were based on observers' scores of pupils' ability to perform several cognitive skills. These skills were Information gathering (IG), Building understanding (BU), Productive thinking (PT), Meta--cognitive knowledge (MK) and Meta--cognitive skilfulness (MS). These five dependent variables were mapped against two factors, age (three levels: year 4--6, KS1, year 7--9, KS2 and year 10--15, KS3) and gender (two levels: Male and Female). The purpose of the statistical analysis was to examine whether the factors of Age, Gender and Type of Skill interacted in any statistical way.
With regards to interaction effects, the following effects were hypothesised:
• There would be an Age by Gender interaction whereby boys would only use more sophisticated cognitive thinking in years 4--6, and 7--9, but that these gains would be equalised in years 10--15, Page | 17
• There would be an Age by Thinking Skill interaction whereby pupils skill use would be higher in years 10--15 relative to years 4--6, and 7--9.
• There would be a Gender by Thinking Skill interaction whereby Boys would be more likely to use Information Gathering skills relative to Girls but all other Thinking Skills would not be different by Gender.
In terms of an interaction between all three factors, it was expected that the two--way MANOVA would be significant. The means in Table 2 show that Age seems to be a key factor but that there seems to be some potential interactive effects across Age, Gender and Type of Thinking Skill. For example, there seem to be consistent effects of Age but less consistent effects for Gender.
The patterns of findings do not seem consistent across Types of Thinking. To examine where the interaction effects might be significant, a MANOVA was conducted.
Because MANOVA effectively creates a combined DV, the first stage of the MANOVA was to evaluate the multivariate hypothesis that the population means on the multiple dependent variables are equal across groups. The two--way MANOVA examining Age x Gender was just about significant, Wilks' λ = .95, F (10, 692) = 1.92, p <. 05, partial eta squared = .03. Power
Page | 18 to detect the effect was .87. The significant two--way MANOVA points to a significant (three--way) interaction effect of the IVs and the DVs though it should be noted that the significance level (p=.04) was marginal.
Interpreting results for two--way MANOVA analyses is notoriously problematic (Tabanchik and Fidell, 1996; Green and Salkind, 2003; Leech, Barrett and Morgan, 2005) . Researchers often recommend that if the two--way MANOVA is significant (in effect a confirmation of a three--way interaction), subsequent analyses are better interpreted using a series of two--way ANOVAs against the individual DVs (see Tabanchik and Fidell, 1996, p.375--378) . To control for possible type I errors, a more conservative alpha was used when examining the one and two--way interactions. With 3 x 2 comparisons, a reasonable alpha would be .05/6=
.008 and these levels were applied in the next stage of the analysis. Table 3 summarizes the findings across the five dependent variables. It reveals that there were very few main effects for Gender but, as suggested by the means in Table 2, there were consistent main effects for Age. Only one interaction effect was observed (building understanding) but some of the interaction effects were marginally non--significant. Across four of the five dependent measures, the pattern observed was that skill usage was significantly more prevalent in age ranges 8--11 relative to age ranges 4--7 but significantly less in age ranges 12--15 relative to age ranges 8--11. The findings in relation to gender were Page | 19 more equivocal with the results suggesting that boys performed better at some skills and girls at others.
A full analysis of each type of cognitive and metacognitive variable has been completed, but within the constraints of this paper and to provide an overall picture of the data, we have collapsed the ratings for the four positive thinking skills (building understanding, productive thinking, metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive skillfulness), positive because there is a perceived action by the learner on the learned knowledge, an association, an adaptation or abstraction of the knowledge, or an awareness of the way this knowledge came about.
This variable is labeled "Positive Thinking" and the same factorial analyses was conducted as used for the single measures. The means can be seen in figure 2. terms of hypotheses, the findings were contrary to expectation. It was thought that the interaction would show that boys would only use more sophisticated cognitive thinking in age ranges 4--7and age range 8--11 but that these gains would be equalized in age range 12--15. Firstly, the interaction was non--significant (p = .31). Secondly, the main effect for gender was in favor of girls, not boys. And thirdly, and most surprisingly, rather than pupils using more sophisticated thinking skills in age--range 12--15, the consistent finding both generally (see Table 3 ) and when the measures were collapsed (Figure 2 ) was that pupils used positive thinking skills significantly more in age ranges 8--11 relative to age ranges 4--7 but significantly less in age ranges 12--15 relative to age ranges 8--11. In other words, there was a consistent and marked drop off in skill usage in the later age--ranges relative to a peak skill usage in the age range 8--11.
Inductive analysis
It became apparent that this analysis of the templates revealed extensive additional information about different learning situations. The visual representation of different contexts appeared to mean that we could infer further information about children's understandings of learning processes, support for these processes, and outcomes.
Therefore the key themes identified were affective and motivational dispositions to different learning experiences, ideas about progression, understanding of tools for learning and the importance of managing social contexts for effective learning to take place. These will be exemplified and discussed in turn.
Dispositions: For many students comments about learning were closely linked to emotions and motivation. Comments provided evidence of a predominantly happy outlook on learning. However students tended to single out specific aspects that they particularly favored. This could be because of the content, the type of activity or the processes that they associated with learning in this context:
My favorite subject is literacy. I like learning about stories and verbs. And I give out the literacy books. (age 8) I feel happy. It is good because I have fun (female, aged 5)
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The templates certainly gained insight around different learning contexts and Learning to Learn. For example this student comments particularly on learning outside of school:
I feel nice because I like learning out of school. Wow, this is fascinating (age 7)
Progression: The templates revealed a strong theme around progression. Students demonstrated a strong understanding of what it meant to succeed in learning, how they had progressed and the evidence that they needed to know that they had moved forwards. For example,
"I know that I'm making progress because I'm getting higher marks in tests and teachers say well done and that I'm getting full triangles." (age 9)
Linked to the idea of progression was value in being presented with something new.
Students really appreciated new pieces of information, new experiences and new ways of learning:
Are you learning anything new? I am learning loads -its well interesting (age 11) I like learning in the park because I can discover new things (age 6)
The students could see benefit in moving forwards in their learning, with regards to self motivation as well as strategic insight into their own learning career:
I liked it because at the end I had something that I had made myself (age 14)
Tools for learning: 'Tools for learning' was a comprehensive category which provided the most cross over with the deductive analysis findings. Many of the students elaborated on tools and individuals that helped them to learn and the way in which they described them Page | 22 reflected elements of metacognition, and particularly metacognitive skillfulness. For example, the student below is talking about how different techniques support her learning:
The best way to learn my spellings is practicing at home and breaking them up.
The best way to practice my timetables is to use my fingers. (age 8)
The following child is starting to think how techniques and tools can be transferred to other lessons to support learning; this would fit with ideas surrounding metacognitive skillfulness:
I think we should keep putting colored squares to help by putting it in the maths books and I think we should put it in other books as well. (age 9)
Tools could be activities like those above, but they could also be physical resources such as computers and clocks:
I think I learn best when I listen and look at things and work on the laptops with a partner, like playing on a game to help fractions, divisions and times tables (age 9)
Students were keen to highlight the impact of using these tools. This was in terms of the pace of their learning or the speed with which it was completed:
I learnt that if you help someone on a job you can work together and get the job done faster (age 14)
As well as the amount of work that could be completed:
I prefer working as a team as we were one of the first finished and got everything done. It was good because you didn't have as much pressure on you (age 14)
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A key trend was the support gained from working with others, particularly peers. For some this was a friend:
I think I am making progress because I am checking with my friends (age 9) I like sitting next to my friend doing my work (age 5--6)
But others cited the characteristics of the peer as being just as important as friendship to aid learning. Students showed critical thinking about how best to manage their work with peers: But it also related to the learning role model that the teacher could provide:
Wow, this teacher knows a lot about history. I'm impressed. I wish I was him knowing all this. (age 12)
Parents were also mentioned as having an important role to play in their learning:
I want to show it to my mam so they are proud of me (age 14) I would show them to my mum so she would know what I am capable of (age 14)
This was not just a 'show and tell' capacity, but also a two way relationship where students talked about sharing learning and enjoying the outcomes together:
I would like to share my work with my mum because she always checks what I have done and enjoys my work (age 14)
While social contexts were predominant in the templates, there were also comments which related to the positives of working independently:
I learn better on my own because you don't get distracted by anyone. I get my work done quicker and I won't get told off for talking. I will do my work neater and I will concentrate because no--one will be there to talk to (age 9)
Again critical reflection was evident with regards to when it was best to work with peers and when to work independently:
Less confidence when you have to do everything. I like working on my own when I am certain, but I don't like it sometimes if I am uncertain (age 14)
Overall, the Pupil Views Templates showed students communicating their learning in a wide variety of ways to a range of people. They were able to critically reflect on combinations of who, when and what would suit different kinds of learning and this showed a strategic (metacognitively skillful) perspective.
Discussion
Matheson (2008) gives four key considerations to understanding the credibility and utility of imaged--based research: quality of the research design, attention to context, adequacy of the image from multiple perspectives and the contribution images make to new knowledge.
The latter two points are particularly relevant to this discussion. As has been illustrated, through the two analyses, visual methods and techniques can be used in such a way that they suit a range of approaches. In a broadly positivist approach the data generated can be Page | 26 used and analyzed in a deductive fashion with the credibility established procedurally according to the accepted norms within the epistemological framework (for example by measuring inter--rater reliability for coding, employing participant validation techniques of the interpretation or other methods within this paradigm). A methodology that adopts a more interpretivist approach or follows a more critical epistemology in using images also has accepted norms and practices to establish credibility. So, for example, it is likely that images produced or adapted by participants would be privileged over those produced by a researcher. This would then be consistent with the intention to understand the meaningfulness of the area under investigation from the participants' perspective. The use of the templates would be to elicit participants' perspectives and allow some freedom in the development of the focus and themes of the research. Pupil views templates have the potential to be adopted as a method suitable within either of these paradigms. Yet, it is important to ask whether a single approach can ever do justice to the complexity of a visual data set and the extent to which clarity can be achieved when these different analysis procedures are combined.
In this paper through completing both analysis processes side by side in the context of one data set it has been possible to explore the contribution made towards better understanding of pupils' perspectives of learning as well as pinpointing any potential gaps.
There is no doubt that new insight has been provided into the development of metacognitive skillfulness as part of a Learning to Learn approach. Both the deductive and inductive analyses have evidenced pupil articulations of skillfulness at a younger age than might have been previously expected in the literature (for example, Kuhn, 1999; Bartsch, Horvarth and Estes, 2003) . However each approach has provided its own lens with which to Page | 27 view this finding. The quantitative analysis showed a statistically significant drop off in positive thinking in secondary schools. While the qualitative process, gave examples of the complexity of pupils' understanding and the way the learning environment might be tailored to facilitate this development; for example, when and where it is or is not appropriate to work with friends. Neither of these findings was confirmed or triangulated by the other analysis and if either process were asked to stand alone then it leaves the uneasy conclusion that implications from the data would have remained unknown. This means that choice of analysis technique can be a risky business.
The deductive approach constrained the data into a form that provided opportunities for observations to be made across the sample and as a result generalizations made. Indeed by undertaking this process it has produced new insight into how metacognitive knowledge and skillfulness develops in schools. However, we understand that some researchers will question the use of such a detailed statistical analysis being used to explore what is largely accepted as a qualitative data source; the extent to which this level of statistical analysis convenes paradigmatic assumptions on both sides and as such make any findings problematic is an important debate. However, the scale of the data set does suggest this type of process as the only pragmatic way an analysis can encompass the sample as a whole.
In this analysis all sources were included and coded. It is arguably the case that the quantity represented by the number of sources in this data set is somewhat accounted for by using this process, but the quality of the data, the detail, is arguably missed as a consequence.
This is perhaps where more qualitative approaches come more into their own.
The interpretivist approach to analyzing the templates, therefore, contrasts by placing the texts at the heart of the analysis, driving the construct generation process. A process that Page | 28 Miller and Crabtree (1999) call immersion. However the number of templates remained a problem and a decision had to be made early on to include only a sub--sample in the full analysis. If this had not been done then the scale would have been overwhelming and the approach unmanageable. To account for this many conversations took place over the way this sampling procedure should be done and the implications it would have, but no real definitive answers were found; there were advantages and disadvantages to each. In the end a stratified random sampling frame (Bryman, 2003) was used based on the variation across schools and the need to represent each school to some extent in the analysis. It should be recognized that the sub--sample that remained was still large in qualitative terms and meant that some of the analysis process still had to be condensed due to this scale and pragmatic considerations still dominated. However, by only analyzing a sub--set of the data then compromises in the analysis were already inherent in this approach.
Interpreting the reduced sample using an approach based on ideas related to grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967) remained no small task. The multiple ways the templates could be looked at remained immense: not only was there the text and the visual elements to explore but also the ways that they interrelated, for example, their location on the page in relation to each other: does a comment with a drawn exemplar mean something different to a comment or image alone? The deductive analysis had the considerable disadvantage of only using the written text: the visual element of the template was 'demoted' to being an important part of the process by which this text was elicited. It was therefore hoped in the inductive analysis that this would be remedied and due consideration made of this visual aspect. However even though a sub--sample was used and the grounded theory approach was very open, the range of possibilities for interpretation of one template was extensive
Page | 29 and the potential combinations, therefore, across the sample, were vast. Indeed there was a perceived fear that this open--ended nature of the data could lead to the text being by--passed; in other words, the interpretation could follow avenues which became so dislocated from what the child originally intended when completing the template that the resulting findings would be misaligned with the research intentions. The researcher completing this element was driven by the number of potential avenues for analysis to quickly corroborate themes and provide some sort of structure to the analysis; therefore the analysis quickly moved from immersion to editing (Miller and Crabtree, 1999) .
It becomes quickly apparent that analysis choice is important when interpreting a complex data set such as that provided by visual data and has a significant influence on the findings.
The two analyses of this one data set bring different perspectives and therefore different outcomes. If sole use were to be made of any one approach only a single dimension from the data set would be realized. While this may be an advantage in terms of researchers' fidelity to epistemological traditions, the disadvantage is that detail and nuance can be missed. Onwuegbuzie and Teddlie (2003) describe two reasons for mixed methods, representation and legitimization. This paper has shown that without strategic integration of the quantitative and qualitative processes then the findings can be contradictory rather than providing a coherent representation of the data. Therefore in terms of legitimization of the findings doubt is placed on the separate interpretive processes and synthesising the two aspects holistically study is problematic. The question is whether this is a characteristic of visual data, the complexity inherent in each piece of data and the scale on which it can be collected, or it is something to be considered more widely in terms or mixed methods analysis.
Bringing these two processes together under a mixed method framework is still challenging (Creswell, Plano--Clark, Gutmann, and Hanson, 2003) . In this example we are suggesting a mixed methods analysis stage rather than a mixed method process starting from research question and data collection. We believe that the intention of our research question in terms of understanding children's thinking in a L2L context was appropriate for mixed methods (Newman, Ridenour, Newman and DeMarco, 2003) , but that a single data set and analysis prevents the application of an interaction between the different techniques and understanding the applicability of the data to the research question.
As argued in the introduction to this paper a case could be made that visual data tends to span the supposed divide between qualitative and quantitative data due to its depth and scale, but a single analystic approaches still only produces one data set. In this paper we are arguing that the mixed method interaction is between the qualitative and quantitative analysis and that this could not become fully apparent until the latter stages of the research.
By undertaking the two different analysis processes in engaging with the visual we have shown how important the planned interaction between these perspectives is, even at this latter stage. Only in this way will better understanding of a data set, its potential for analysis and its implications in terms of the research question can be understood. We aimed for both generalization and a depth of understanding but by taking the two processes in isolation we perhaps undermined the potential of the findings. The simple combination of the two techniques used in this paper means that the complexity represented by the data set is under--developed. Further thought is needed about how full mixed methods analysis, from both perspectives, can be completed. Thinking about how the processes interact and are related to each other is crucial and only in this way can integration through 
Conclusion
The nature of the Pupil Views Template data set, their development and use in the Learning to Learn project has been largely ecological and pragmatic in nature, fitting with the ethos of the wider project. However when we chose to ask a specific question of this visual data set we opened up an enquiry about the most appropriate way in which to analyze the data they represented across the project. We wanted to achieve fidelity with the source material and the individual children who had completed the templates, but also wanted to draw conclusions extending across the whole data set. We wanted them to fulfill multiple purposes. The focus of this paper, therefore, is whether a deductive or inductive analysis process might best fit this purpose when the data set is visual.
Each template includes a visual structure that facilitates a response either in text or visual representation, thus resulting in individual pieces of data that are multi--facetted and dense with information. In addition, the ease and economy of administration means that they can be collected on a scale that multiplies this complexity exponentially (Wall and Higgins, 2006) . The resulting density and quantity of information could be considered to be overwhelming. In the Learning to Learn Project Pupil Views Templates were collected with the intent to explore perspectives across schools participating in this national project and as a result an analysis drawing on quantitative traditions was chosen to meet these objectives (Wall, 2008) . If the sample had been smaller and the intent not to survey the population but rather to get a rich understanding of the children's perceptions of learning to learn in their contexts, then the decisions would have been different and a more interpretivist approach Page | 32 might have been appropriated thus allowing the complexity of the sources to be interrogated and the themes across the sample to emerge. The intent therefore with which data is collected and the nature of the questions being asked has to be central in influencing the nature of the sample and therefore the analysis techniques applied and this does seem to be more important where visual data is concerned. This is likely to be cogent with the epistemology of the researcher, but this paper has shown that an advantage of visual data is the potential to cross and mix paradigmatic assumptions as discussed within the mixed method genre by Newman et al. (2003) .
Table 4: Themes and analyses with abductive inferences
This means that attempts to triangulate ideas across the visual data set from multiple standpoints are possible and for some purposes may be encouraged. We have compared just two such approaches, admittedly representing two very different methodological positions, but by using these lenses to explore the data we have started to provide a different, more nuanced representation of what it can tell us ( Table 4) .
The deductive analysis provided a snapshot of the data across the project which has enabled certain hypotheses to be tested and generalizations as a consequence to be made; while, the inductive analysis provided examples and depth to pupil experience (c.f. Harry, Sturges, and Klinger, 2005) . These are aspects that complement each other very well and if taken together can be seen to somewhat rationalize results. However there are gaps; the apparent decline in the recording of productive thinking in secondary schools is not apparent anywhere in the inductive analysis. The attempt to follow a grounded theory Page | 33 approach faithfully meant that no predetermined structures were given to the researcher as it was felt this might compromise the procedure and only those deemed to have arisen from the data were used as this process progressed. In comparing the outcomes of the different forms of analysis, a particular frame is brought to bear on the themes generated. For the aims of this paper it is important to note that unless some focus or strategy is applied to the combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis then aspects of potential triangulation and complementarity could be missed. This is why this paper is presented as a cautionary (1986) , another Pragmatist, in terms of abduction in using the juxtaposition of findings to generate further abductive inferences (Shank and Cunningham, 1996; Feilzer, 2009) . The tensions between the two perspectives are not fully resolved, but used as a sufficient basis
for inference that can be tested by subsequent action and enquiry (the final column in table   3 ). In our work this tension is apparent in the warrant from the research for the different audiences, academic, policy and practitioner and a different synthesis, or resolution, may be required for the different audiences. Patterns in distribution of meta--cognitive skillfulness.
Tools form a mediating role in developing L2L.
Social aspects of learning
Importance of others, critical reflection.
Patterns in distribution of meta--cognitive skillfulness.
Social influences may limit L2L in older pupils.
